Abstract-Suspicious human activity prediction from surveillance video is an active research area of image processing. Through the visual surveillance, human activities can be monitored in sensitive areas like school, railway station, traffic, banks, etc. To frame an effective representation for prediction, human activities can be characterized by a complex temporal alignment of essential actions and interacting objects. Temporally Generalized Time Warping (TGTW) algorithm and Social -Long Short -Term Memory (LSTM) algorithm are discussed to overcome the problems faced by human activity prediction methods such as predicting the human activity from an unfinished video. Extensive study has been performed based on the human activity prediction and crowded scene trajectories and dark matters, anomaly detection, and object interaction.
There are two types of surveillance system the first one is a semi-Autonomous which is able automatically records and sent it to the experts. Its a Non intelligent video surveillance it requires continuously monitoring by human, Which is costly, problematic and also very difficult and tougher to monitor continuous by human to prevent from suspicious human activity. Another one is fully autonomous surveillance system is required to perform low level tasks like motion detection, tracking, classification and identification of abnormal event. Nowadays explosive attacks are more dangerous activity for the public places performed by terrorists. In recent scenarios chain snatching is a frequent abnormal activity performed by the chain snatchers, which is challenging to detect, snatch theft needs urgent reaction from the public which helps for the victim, a real intelligent surveillance need in that place. For all this kind of issues an activity The traditional approach has focused only on predicting and recognizing the human activity from the finished video and by referring this, a new approach was developed to predict the human activity from the unfinished video by using Temporally Weighted Generalized Time Warping (TGTW) algorithm, which allows an efficient and flexible alignment of multidimensional sequences, But for the unfinished activity, it is hard to know the temporal status and for segment, these methods automatically search for the corresponding part of the unfinished activity from the finished video. TGTW methods are used for aligning the unfinished activity from each video, and also determine the alignment of the short series with beginning part of the long series of the predicted task.
J BEN-ARIE et al [1] .An activity is described by a set of set and velocity vectors for the human ability and stored in a set of multidimensional computed synopsis. Each quantity part has a separate hash table. Which hold all the model activities. Recognize the quickness invariant to the nimbleness speed time change separately.It untitedly contains an angle robustness of some imovable degrees. Human nimbleness resemblance is experience vector is obtain with a adapt of model vectors where M is the count of the activity design in the database. The Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation (MLSE) is to determine the most probable sequence granted the observations. T. SEBASTIAN et al[2] . A novel method to alignment between 2D curves using their intrinsic roperties. This alignment has served as a key element in many applications such as object recognition based on silhouette handwritten character recognition, tracking, This alignment has served as a key element in many applications such as object recognition based on silhouettes Curve alignment/matching approaches typically take advantage of constraints pertaining to their particular domain of application, this problem generically, keeping in mind that domainspecific constraints can be added subsequently. First, we review current approaches for curve alignment.The basic premise was to match high curvature points along the curves, while maintaining a smooth displacement field, An alignment between two curves as a pairing of two particles, one on each curve traversing their respective paths monotonically, but with finite stops allowed. This alignment can be specified functions. Curve alignment is robust under a variety of visual transformations. The advantage of the alignment curve approach for a variety of computer vision applications including handwritten character recognition, prototype formation, shape morphing, and prediction process object recognition is needed. The object recognition that relies on sparse detected features in a particular arrangement to characterize an object, for a recognition algorithm based on spatio-temporal data.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
A kind of methods to detect interest points in the spatial domain, for an extensive revisal and compare with different methods, Typically, an answer function is adapted at every location in the image and feature points correspond to local maxima. Interest point detection in the spatial domain is based on the detection of corners, Corners are defined as regions where the local gradient vectors point in orthogonal directions. Spatio-temporal features detected by the generalized Harris detector to build a system that distinguishes between certain human behaviors M.
S RYOO et al [4]
The goal is to empower early recognition of incomplete activities as opposed to the afterthe-fact classification of activities.Activity prediction methodologies are particularly necessary for surveillance systems which are required to prevent crimes and dangerous activities from occurring. Probabilistically formulate the activity prediction problem, and produce new methodologies designed for the prediction.Represented an activity as an integral histogram of spatio-temporal features, efficiently modeling how feature distributions change over time. The recent notice methodology named functioning bagof-words is developed, which weigh the following kind of hominid activities while continue the advantageous of the tote-ofwords to tool noisy observations.
YU KONG et al [5] . The quickness with which intelligent systems can react to an action depends on how quickly it can be reconnoitered. The address to recognize ongoing actions is judicious in many applications, for example, blemish criminal energy. It is demanding, since decisions have to be made based on partial videos of temporally incomplete action executions. A modern discriminating multi-scale kernelized scheme for predicting the activity class from a restrictedly observed video.The intend model captures temporal dynamics of human actions by clearly examine all the history of observed form as well as a form in the smaller temporality party. A compositional kernel is proposed to hierarchically apprehension the relationships between partial observations as well as the temporal segments, relatively. We promote a new learning formulation, which richly prey the temporal evolution over time, and enforces the label between corresponding partial videos.
YU KONG DMITRY KIT et al [6] .The speed with which intelligent systems can react to an action depends on how soon it can be recognized. The ability to recognize ongoing actions is critical in many applications, for example, spotting criminal activity. It is challenging, since decisions have to be made based on partial videos of temporally incomplete action executions. A novel discriminative multi-scale model for predicting the action class from a partially observed video. This model captures temporal dynamics of human actions by explicitly considering all the history of observed features as well as features in smaller temporal segments. A learning formulation elegantly captures the temporal evolution over time, and enforces the label consistency between segments and corresponding partial videos. Human action recognition has been of big interest in the computer ken community for many decades due to its practical importance, such as video analysis and optical surveillance. Action notice approaches focus on classifying the action after fully observing the entire video. However, in many real-world scenarios (e.g. Vehicle accident and criminal energy), skilled systems do not have the gratification of waiting for the whole video before having to react to the operation include in it. The multiple temporal scale support vector machine (MTSSVM) for recognizing actions in unfinished videos. MTSSVM captures the entire act evolution over repetition and also considers the temporal quality of a video. The agency divination labor as a structured SVM learning problem. Discriminability of division is compelled in the erudition definition.
Haibin Ling et al [7] .Peat formation and articulation are of basic importance in data processor and human vision. We propose using the inner-distance to build shape descriptors that are sinewy to articulation and capture part configuration. The innerdistance is defined as the coil of the shortest path between boundary characteristic within the shape silhouette. We show that it is articulation insensitive and more effective at capturing part form than the Euclidean distance. This hint that the internaldiscrepancy can be used as a substitute for the Euclidean distance to build more exact descriptors for complicated shapes, especially for those with jointed parts. In augmentation, texture instruction along the shortest way can be used to further rectify shape classification.
FENG ZU et al [8] . Temporal aligning of individual movement has been a subject of recent interest as a result of its applications in liveliness, tele-rehabilitation and quickness notice among others. This chimerical pressing generalizedtempo distortion(GTW), associat e extension of dynamic time distortion (DTW) for secularly positioning multi-external transcription from manifold amenable acting like activities.
GTW solves 3 drawbacks of existent nigh supported on DTW: (1) GTW afford a conventionality heftiness joint to adapt sever modalities (e.g., video and technique detention data), (2) GTW enlarge DTW by endure a a lot of versatile time distortion as a mixture of monotonous service, (3) completely different DTW that generally wax in quadratic torment, GTW has stingy complicated. Experimental results show that GTW will with efficiency expound the several-modal, spirituality alignment proposition and outperforms instrumentation-of-the-avocation DTW ways for temporary alignment of amount current among equivalent modali ty. Alignment of results scatter is the associate significant unresolved question ZHEN XU et al [9] .An activity autocompletion (AAC) model for man's activity prediction by draw activity predictions as a doubt machine-accomplishment (QAC) problem in information retrieval. Extract distinctive field in frames of videos. A video is represented based on this piece and biparted into a collection of segments, each of which is mind as a character semblance in the explore present. Then a partially observed video is considered as an activity prefix, consist in of one or more characters. Finally, the lacking observation of an activity is predicted as the activity candidates provided by the autofulfillment design. The candidates are correspond against the quickness prefix on-the-fly and ranked by a learning-to-musty algorithm.
ALEXANDRE ALAHI et al [10] Pedestrians imitate distinct trajectories to withdraw obstacles and adjust person pedestrians. Any self-governing vahan navigating such a view should be powerful to revise the yet positionsof pedestrians and ac cordingly arrange its route to avoid collisions. The trajectory prognosis can be prospect as a arrangement generation work, where are interested in predicting the prospective course of people based on their past positions. This is in contrast to traditionary approaches, which manner handcrafted activity such as Social forces. Social LSTM (Long Short Term Memory) which can jointly predict the paths of all the relations in a scene by agitation into reckoning the common feeling rules and social conventions that humans typically utilize as they navigate in cleave environments. The predicted distribution of theirprospective trajectories. LSTM-based model that can jointly reason across manifold individuals to prognosticate humanistic trajectories in a scene. . DAN XIEet al [11] . People in public spaces are expected to intentionally take the shortest paths substance to obstacles toward certain aspect, where they can satisfy unhesitating needs. Since these appearance are typically very small or heavily occluded, they cannot be inferred from their visual appearance, but indirectly by their influence on populate's trajectories. Therefore, dark matter by analogy to cosmology, since their presence can only be observed as magnetic or repulsive fields in the public duration. A person in the scene is modeled as an sensible agent busy in one of the fields choice depending his/her intent. An agents trajectory is derived from an Agent-based Lagrangian Mechanics. Predicting human trajectories in unobserved parts of videos of public duration, given access only to an commencing excerpt of the videos in which most of the clod trajectories had reached their regardful destinations.
MIKEL D et al [12] . A template-based method for recognizing human actions called Action MACH.A Maximum Average Correlation Height (MACH) filter. A common limitation of template-based methods is their inability to generate a single template using a collection of examples. MACH is capable of capturing intra-class variability by synthesizing a single Action MACH filter for a given action class. Generalize the traditional MACH filter to video for 3D spatiotemporal volume, and vector valued data. By analyzing the response of the filter in the frequency domain, we avoid the high computational cost commonly incurred in template-based.
III.
DISCUSSION From the literature survey mentioned above, a comparative study and analysis of different existing techniques have been made and concluded that each of them has its own benefits and limitations. The experimental analysis of each technique differs from one another and hence the best suited techniques can be applied to the enhancement of the low quality images. Although the hardware requirements for each technique vary from one another, the software's used may be the same. The table 1 shows the various advantages and disadvantages of different license plate detection methods, superresolution and enhancement techniques. Figure 2 shows the comparison of various LPD techniques used for different resolutions of the images. From Figure 2 , it can be found that the techniques used by D. Zheng et al. [2] Works effectively for 384 * 288 resolution of images. A single image based learning method for very low quality license plate images which explores the prior knowledge that the images contain only digits with known format is one of the images super-resolution techniques used widely. Image enhancement plays a vital role in image preprocessing step of vehicle license plate recognition methods. There are various image enhancement operators or masks which vary from one another. The Riesz fractional differential operators and Regularized Extreme Learning
Regressor are used extensively in image enhancement techniques. Considering the benefits and Limitations of the above mentioned techniques. 
S.NO. EXISTING BENEFITS LIMITATIONS

1)
Easier to adopt than manual methods
2)
Less time consuming IV. CONCLUSION In this paper a comparison and analysis of different LPR systems in terms of their Detection ratios are done and different problems faced by license plate detection methods are discussed. Super-resolution and enhancement techniques are discussed to overcome those problems. The future work will be on working with enhancement techniques rather than super-resolution techniques. The objective of this paper is to review about different LPD methods. Some LPR systems can work under uncontrolled environment, but some in a restricted environment. License plate recognition system mainly consists of four steps such as vehicle image capture, license plate detection, character segmentation and character recognition. From the papers surveyed, it is realized that there are different methods and algorithms used for license plate detection, image enhancement and image super-resolutions.
